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ENRIGH T'S
O ri gi na l Gi n
AF T ER SH AVE BAL M
A soothing blend of plant-based oils
restores moisture and calms the skin.
Featuring our signature gin fragrance,
this balm is perfect for use after
shaving to deliver an impeccable finish.

DEPOT NO.401 PRE & POST Shave cream Skin protector
WWW.ENRIGHTSGINCOMPANY.COM

Prepares, preserves and protects the skin before shaving. Also recommended as a specific
post shave thanks to its emollient, soothing and refreshing action. Ideal for all skin types
even the most sensitive and each beard type.
CONCEPTUAL BRANDS 1300 110 032

REU ZEL HEAVY HOL D
Manuelle Barber Chair

SL IK R Bar ber App

The newest member of the family this
chair is built with our high manufacturing
standards and built to last way beyond
its 5 year warranty period. As with all or
Barber chairs every detail been refined for
maximum efficiency and performance. Yes
I know it’s not a race car however there
are a lot of moving parts and if you have
just 1mm of free play in each one you
end up with a very floppy clunky chair.

The latest barber app from SLIKR is something
different and needs to be seen. It combines walkin's and a form of booking called "Queue Ahead".
SLIKR is much more for barbers, it streamlines
customers, payments, mobile apps and reporting
in one system. The best part - it is free for shops,
we charge clients a small booking fee for mobile
check-in's. It will smooth the flow of clients letting
you get more cuts in the day and less pressure on
barbers. Times are changing and barbershops need
to move with their clients so get on-board early,
book a demo today and see the future.

WWW.THEBARBERCHAIR.CO

WWW.SLIKR.COM.AU

Reuzel Grease Heavy Hold in the pink can is a wax
and oil based pomade of impeccable quality that
creates a smooth, medium shine with flawless
heavy hold; continuing the tradition of pomades
with a pomme fragrance with a hint of salsa.
Reuzel Grease Pink is the perfect pomade for
styling barber shop classics such as pompadours,
quiffs and contours as well as the latest fashion
textures. Suitable for normal to thick hair textures
and provides a heavy/strong hold that completely
transforms hair, making it easy to mould into any
shape. Reuzel Grease does not dry or harden in
the hair so you can restyle as needed throughout
the day without losing control or shine.

WWW.REUZELPOMADE.COM

REUZEL H IGH SH EEN
Reuzel High Sheen in the red can is packed
with high-shine; a water-soluble pomade that
holds like a wax yet rinses out as easily as a gel
and is perfectly blended with a subtle vanilla,
coke fragrance. This super concentrated
pomade works on any hair thickness or texture
and creates a polished look on any style. From
high pompadours and quiffs, to tight slick
backs and the latest fashion texture, Reuzel
Red can handle it all. Reuzel Red retains
its pliability throughout the day and never
hardening or flaking and is strongest when
applied to dry hair.

ENRIGHT'S
Original Gin
Hair Paste 100g
A flexible gin scented hair paste for
the ultimate experience in grooming.
Enright’s Original Gin Hair Paste is
made from the finest ingredients
and scented with our signature gin
fragrance, made of exotic botanicals.
WWW.ENRIGHTSGINCOMPANY.COM

WWW.REUZELPOMADE.COM
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ENRIGHT'S Original Gin
SH AVE SOAP 1 00g

EDGE

A luxurious gin scented shave soapfor the ultimate
shaving experience. Enright’s Original Gin Shave Soap is
made from the finest ingredients and scented with our
signature gin fragrance, made of exotic botanicals.

EDGE

DEPOT NO.302 CL AY POM ADE
Clay/modelling pomade. A modeling cream
characterized by the presence of a natural
clay to give a matte effect. It allows you
to build, shape and define a demi-matte
effect. Thanks to its cohesive resins it helps
create texture and volume to finer hair.

WWW.ENRIGHTSGINCOMPANY.COM

CONCEPTUAL BRANDS 1300 110 032

SCRUB SH AMPO O
Reuzel Scrub Shampoo is a unique
combination of cleansing and scrubbing
agents, along with our Tonic Blend of
Witch Hazel, Nettle Leaf, Rosemary and
Horsetail Root that provides a healthy
lather and deep clean while promoting
scalp health. Ideal for all hair types and
for infrequent shampooers and users
of heavy styling products, Reuzel Scrub
Shampoo removes product buildup, dirt,
pollutants, chlorine, excess oils and other
dulling residues from your hair and scalp
while remaining gentle; Reuzel Scrub
Shampoo can also be used as a body
scrub. Great for degreasing product build
up, apply Daily Conditioner to dry hair
first, emulsify and condition then follow
with Scrub Shampoo.

Da pper Da n M att Pa ste
The Original. Dapper Dan Matt Paste is our flagship
product and you will not find a better or more
versatile matt styler. It’s really is that good; messy
styles, partings, quiffs, this product will do it all!
Strong yet flexible hold with a smooth and easy
application. Try it and you will not be disappointed.
Fragrance; Vintage cologne.

WWW.INTERNATIONALSALONSUPPLIES.COM.AU

Wahl Cordless detailer

WWW.REUZELPOMADE.COM

Your favorite barber trimmer has gone
cordless! The Cordless Detailer features
an adjustable T-Wide blade (38mm)
to produce quicker and more precise
cutting results. The multi position
adjustable blade is capable of achieving
anything from a soft trim to a hard line
with a simple flick of the lever. The lever
adjustment (fine to zero overlap) along
with the three attachments enables
blending and tapering for high quality
results and satisfied clients every time.
Lithium Ion battery power ensure quick
charging and a 60 minute run time on
full charge.

REU ZEL Grease Medium Hold
Reuzel Grease Medium Hold in the green can is a wax and oil
based pomade of impeccable quality that creates a smooth,
medium shine with flawless hold; continuing the traditional
pomme fragrance with an added twist of peppermint. Reuzel
Green is the perfect pomade for styling pompadours, contours
and many of the other barber shop classics. Suitable for all
normal to thick hair textures; it provides a medium hold that
completely transforms hair, making it easy to mould into any
shape. Reuzel Grease does not dry or harden in the hair so
you can restyle as needed throughout the day without losing
control or shine and is strongest when applied to dry hair.

R EUZE L S T RONG HOL D HI GH SHEEN
Reuzel High Sheen in the blue can is a pomade packed with high
shine and strong hold, is water soluble and holds like a heavy wax
yet rinses out as easily as a gel. Perfectly blended with a subtle
warm vanilla wood, this super concentrated pomade works on any
hair thickness or texture and creates a polished look for any hair
style whilst retaining its pliability in the hair throughout the day,
never hardening or flaking and is strongest when applied to dry hair.
WWW.REUZELPOMADE.COM

WWW.WAHL.COM.AU

WWW.REUZELPOMADE.COM
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